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Technical Information

SWF

Descrip on:

The SWF swirl diffuser with fixed blades is  a 
comfortable air distribu on element. The diffuser face 
is supplied with a radially alligned set of variously 
shaped blades (types A, B, see fig. 2), which guarantee 
an even distribu on of swirl supply air into the 
occupied zone. The SWF swirl diffuser can be installed 
onto an air duct using a plenum box with a horizontal 
or a ver cal connec on by a flexible circular tube or 
the SPIRO duct. SWF can be used for both, supply or 
extract air.  It can be used for ven la on, as well as 
supplying cold  or warm air. 

Informa on about accessories for  is available  on SWF
page 9.

 •  PB-SWF - Plenum box
 •  PB-SWA - Universal plenum box

Ordering Code Example: 

     - SWF-A-S-600-RAL9010  pcs-100

The product contains of a square box with a type A 
square diffuser face. The size 600 square diffuser face 
is powder-painted with a RAL  baking enamel. 9010

NOTE: * If no material or surface finish is defined, the 
galvanised diffuser will be delivered with RAL9010 
gloss 30 powder coa ng as standard.

SWF

Odering Codes

RAL color system.
RAL9010 held in stock

SWF-B SWF-B(Round)

SWF-A SWF-A(Round)
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Design

The diffuser can be manufactured with a circular or  a 
square diffuser face made of galvanized steel. It is also 
possible to manufacture from stainless steel AISI304 or 
AISI316. The surface is powder-painted with a white RAL 
9010 gloss 30% by default, other RAL types can be 
applied upon request. In the diffuser’s center there is an 
opening for moun ng of the diffuser face using a screw. 
Every  face includes a screw with a decora ve white SWF
cap for its moun ng onto a plenum box as well as a self-
adhering seal, which needs to be placed onto the 
diffuser plate inner side during the moun ng.

Technical Details
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SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -V-D1SWF-S

Diagrams: Pressure loss and A-weighted sound power level depending on air flow volume

SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -V-D1SWF-R

SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-300+PB- -300-160-     -V-D1SWF-R

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S
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Technical Information

Diagrams: Pressure loss and A-weighted sound power level depending on air flow volume
SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -V-D1SWF-R

SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-160-     -V-D1SWF-R

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S
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Technical Information

Diagrams: Pressure loss and A-weighted sound power level depending on air flow volume
SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -V-D1SWF-R

SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-400+PB- -400-200-     -V-D1SWF-R

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S
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Diagrams: Pressure loss and A-weighted sound power level depending on air flow volume
SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -V-D1SWF-R

SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-500+PB- -500-200-     -V-D1SWF-R

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S
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Diagrams: Pressure loss and A-weighted sound power level depending on air flow volume
SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -H-D1SWF-S

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S

PB-SWF-R PB-SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -V-D1SWF-R

SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -H-D1SWF-S SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -V-D1SWF-S

SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -H-D1SWF-R SWF-A(B)-600(625)+PB- -600(625)-250-     -V-D1SWF-R
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Technical Information

Diagrams: Pressure loss and A-weighted sound power level depending on air flow volume

SWF-A(B)-300-R(S)

SWF-A(B)-400-R(S)

SWF-A(B)-500-R(S)

SWF-A(B)-600-R(S)
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Accessories

PB-VWF

PB-VWF

The PB-SWF is produced in 2 types of shapes round (PB-
SWF-R) or square (PB-SWF-S), with a horizontal or a 
ver cal connec on and with internal or external 
insula on. The plenum box is made of galvanized sheet 
as a standard.

There are 2 types of connec on:

•  D1: a simple spigot without a seal, with a perforated 
sheet damper

•  D2: a pressed spigot with a seal including the Zeus 
damper (damper informa on available on page 15) 

PB-SWF-S-300-S-H-I2
Square plenum box with size 300, supply with mesh 
screen, horizontal connec on (from the side), spigot 
type D1, internal insula on.

1. If the spigot type is not entered in the ordering code, 
type “D1“ will be supplied by default. It is not possible to 
order the Zeus damper for the product PB- -R with SWF
horizontal connec on. Plenum boxes with a ver - cal 
spigot D2 are supplied without a mesh screen. 

2. In case the insula on type is not entered in the 
ordering code, the pro- duct PB-  will be supplied SWF
without insula on. 

3. The circular plenum box PB- -R can be used with SWF
both, circular  and square diffuser plates. The square 
shaped plenum box PB- -S can be used only with SWF
square diffuser plates.
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Accessories

Fig.5 : Main dimension of the PB-SWF-R

Tab.3 : Main dimension of the PB-SWF-R

Fig.6 : Main dimension of the PB-SWF-S

Tab.4 : Main dimension of the PB-SWF-S
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Accessories

PB-SWFA

The PB-  is a universal box which is possible to use for SWFA
installa on on various types of air terminal devices, though 
only square shaped ones (no circular shape possible). The 
PB-  is manufactured from galvanized sheet. Upon SWFA
customer’s request it is possible to apply a powder-paint 
RAL surface finish. The box is op mized for use with both 
horizontal and ver cal connec on. When in storage, the 
PB-VVKU provides the advantage of stacking, thus saving 
storage space.

PB-SWFA

PB-SWFA-0H-300-100-S-B

tab.5 : Main dimension and weight of the PB-SWFA

Fig.7 : Main dimension of the PB-SWFA
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The  swirl diffuser is most commonly installed  onto a SWF
ven la on duct as illustrated on Fig. 8.  The moun ng 
consists of installing the plenum box  to the ceiling using 
draw-bars and moun ng the diffuser face onto the plenum 
box using a centric screw which is included in the delivery. 

Fig. 8 depicts various methods of installing the  SWF-R
onto the ceiling. When mounted into a suspended grid 
ceiling the supply air swirl is expected to be par ally 
reduced. It is therefore needed to respect the minimum 
distance of the diffuser - at least 150 mm from the grid 
ceiing.
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